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Which famous chef has a wife known as Jules? Jamie Oliver 
Which Helen starred in Prime Suspect? Mirren 
Indira Gandhi International Airport is in which Country? India 
What word can go after "top" and before "trick"? Hat 
Which Mike directed Imelda Staunton in the movie Vera Drake? Mike Leigh 
What colour are Holland's International Soccer Shirts? Orange 
Whose Number One follow up to their first Number One was "Say You'll Be There"? Spice Girls 
What did Wigan's Name become for the 1997 rugby league season? Wigan Warriors 
What is the administrative centre for the county of Buckinghamshire? Aylesbury 
The Character Captain Kirk appeared in which TV Series? Star Trek 
Who was the Singer with Roxy Music? Bryan Ferry 
The Characters Fletcher and Godber appeared in which TV Series? Porridge 
Which General made a Last Stand at Little Big Horn? Custer 
The Airline Iberia is from which Country? Spain 
On a Monopoly Board, what colour is Strand? Red 
Which Hurricane devastated New Orleans in September 2005? Katrina 
What is the only English Anagram of COULD? Cloud 
What type of a rectangle has four equal sides and angles? Square 
Who introduced ‘The Eight who are going to generate’? Bruce Forsyth 
Who was the Youngest Leadership contender in the 2005 race for the Tory Leadership? David Cameron 
In 2004, which Country finished with second most gold medals, only three behind the US? China 
Ludwig II built a fairytale-style castle in which German state? Bavaria 
Bonny and Read were what type of rather unusual pirate? Women 
Who were the first African Country to reach the World Cup quarter finals? Cameroon 
Are sea urchins animal, vegetable or mineral? Animal 
How is Hollywood Actor John Charlton Carter better known? Charlton Heston 
In which Country is the County of Tayside? Scotland 
Desmond Douglas was associated with which Sport? Table Tennis 
Which type of Transport was designed by Christopher Cockerell in the 1950’s? Hovercraft 
A French wedding cake is traditionally made from which type of pastry? Choux Pastry 
What is the Capital of Denmark? Copenhagen 
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What is the only piece on a chess board that doesn’t move in a straight line? The Knight 
What is the name of a place in the desert where there is fresh water and plants growing? Oasis 
What is the term used when the moon passes in front of the sun and blocks out the light? An Eclipse (Solar Eclipse) 
Where is the smallest bone in your body? In your ear 
What is your navel also known as? Belly Button 
What is the boiling point of water in Degrees Celsius (at normal pressure)? 100 
What does FIFA stand for? Fédération Internationale de Football 

Association 
On a standard computer keyboard, which is the largest key? Spacebar 
What does the abbreviation CIA stand for? Central Intelligence Agency 
What is 0.88 as a percentage? 88% 
What does Volkswagen mean in English? People’s Car 
How many degrees are in a right angle? Ninety (90°) 
What is a Barracuda? A Fish 
Which famous band did Cheryl Cole belong to? Girls Aloud 
Who wrote ‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory’? Roald Dahl 
Which Sport is associated with Costantino Rocca? Golf 
What flavour is Pernod? Aniseed 
What are the four main ingredients of a Waldorf Salad? Celery, Apples, Walnuts and Grapes 
What occurs once in a minute, twice in a week and once in a year? The letter E 
Which singers great-great-grandfather is William Willett, promoter of Daylight Saving Time? Chris Martin 
What is Sauerkraut? Pickled Cabbage 
The characters Rigsby and Miss Jones appeared in which TV Series? Rising Damp 
What word can go after ‘Pine’ and before ‘turnover’? Apple 
Jeremy Bates is associated with which sport?  Tennis 
What’s the fruity link with the name of William III of England? Orange 
Who wrote the novel 'For Whom The Bell Tolls'? Ernest Hemingway 
In the Bible, which book immediately follows Luke? John 
How many pounds in a stone? 14 
In which decade of the 20th century was George Best born? 1940s 
What is the highest number used in a Sudoku puzzle? 9 
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What can be an island, a sweater or a potato? Jersey 
In ‘Breaking Bad’ what was Walter White’s wife called? Skyler 
Who is Reg Dwight better known as? Elton John 
Which English Queen has the same name as a type of plum? Victoria 
What is the term used for a positive electrode? Amode 
How many dots are used in each letter in the Braille system? Six 
Which swimming stroke is named after an insect? Butterfly 
What is a female deer called?  Doe 
“Kiss Me Kate” is a musical version of which play by Shakespeare? The Taming of the Shrew 
Which UK high street store went into administration on 26th November 2008? Woolworths 
What does the surname ‘Singh’ mean when translated into English? Lion 
Which cartoon animal is owned by Jon Arbuckle?  Garfield (and Odie) 
Who is the alter-ego of Sir Percy Blakeney? The Scarlet Pimpernel 
Which was the first single by Queen to reach number one in the UK charts? Bohemian Rhapsody 
What is the name of Miley Cyrus’s father? Billy Ray Cyrus 
Andrea, Caroline, Sharon and Jim make up which band? The Corrs 
Which beer markets itself as “The King of Beers”? Budweiser 
Who had a UK number one hit for four weeks in 1960 with ‘My Old Man’s A Dustman’? Lonnie Donegan 
Which film actor has commonly been nicknames ‘the Muscles from Brussels’? Jean-Claude Van Damme 
‘Bright Eyes’ by Art Garfunkel was used in the soundtrack to which 1978 animated film? Watership Down 
Who wrote the books on which the series ‘Game of Thrones’ is based? George RR Martin 
When referring to a cash machine, what does ‘ATM’ stand for? Automated Teller Machine 
Who was the mother of Henry VIII? Elizabeth of York 
‘Honey Ryder’ was a ‘Bond Girl’ played by which actress? Ursula Andress (Dr No) 
In which year did ‘Big Ben’ first chime? 1859 
What does ‘AC’ stand for when used on a button on a calculator? All Clear 
‘Perro’ is the Spanish word for which animal? Dog 
The MMR vaccine protects against which three diseases? Measles, Mumps and Rubella (German 

Measles) 
Brian Jones, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Kurt Cobain, Amy Winehouse and other famous singers were 
all the same age when they died. How old was this? 

27 
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What is the real name of Jimmy Krankie?  Jeanette Tough 
What does JPEG stand for, as in a JPEG File? Joint Photographic Experts Group 
Is rhubarb a fruit or a vegetable?  Vegetable 
What was invented for dog training by Francis Galton in 1876? Dog Whistle 
What name was given to a series of American domestic programmes in the thirties in response to the 
Great Depression? 

The New Deal 

What was the name of Michael Jackson's pet monkey? Bubbles 
Who was Fred Flintstone's wife?  Wilma 
Who coined the term 'The Iron Curtain'? Winston Churchill 
Which TV Presenter set up the charity Childline in 1986? Esther Rantzen 
What word is the exact opposite to Nocturnal? Diurnal 
Which was the first animal to be sent into space, a monkey, dog or fruit fly? Fruit Fly 
Name the 'Big Four' Fashion Weeks? New York, London, Milan and Paris 
In electricity, voltage is measured in volts but what is current measured in? Amps 
Which eponymous Virginia Wolf character changes sex halfway through the book? Orlando 
Does the FIFA World Cup-winning Country have its name engraved in French, English or it's own 
language? 

It's own language 

David and Elizabeth Emanuel made fashion headlines in the 1980's by designing whose wedding dress? Princess Diana's 
Of what are C, SQL and Visual Basic all types?  Computer Programming Language 
Which region in France is famous for its lavender fields? Provence 
On which continent is the driest place on Earth? Antarctic 
What is the name of the shopping strip in Beverly Hills made famous by Julia Roberts in the film 
Pretty Woman? 

Rodeo Drive 

How many pairs of chromosomes are there in human blood cells? 23 
Who played Naameh opposite Russell Crowe in 2014’s Noah? Jennifer Connelly 
How many times does the letter E appear in a standard set of English Scrabble tiles? 12 
Chamois leather comes from what? Antelope 
Yuri Gagarin became the first person in space in 1961. What was the name of his spacecraft? Vostok 1 
In which sport is there a hog line? Curling 
Which pharmaceutical drug was developed from a substance found in Willow bark? Aspirin 
Where is Robert Louis Stevenson buried? Samoa 
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The Masters snooker tournament has been held at which venue since 2012? Alexandra Palace, London 
Who said, 'Always forgive your enemies - nothing annoys them so much'? Oscar Wilde 
What was the former name of a Cadbury's Snicker? Marathon 
The UK's first section of motorway was originally known as the Preston Bypass, today, it forms part 
of which Motorway? 

The M6 

Can you name all the pieces used in a game of chess? King, Queen, Bishop, Knight, Rook, Pawn 
How was Nelson's body preserved during his return from the Battle of Trafalgar? In a cask of Brandy or Rum 
Which British politician famously headbutted a German footballer in the groin? Boris Johnson 
What word can refer to a country, a type of meat or three consecutive strikes in bowling? Turkey 
What were the names of the characters played by TV duo Ant and Dec in Byker Grove? PJ and Duncan 
Which legendary lead vocalist was born Farrokh Bulsara? Freddie Mercury 
Dothraki is a fictional language that features in which television series? Game of Thrones 
What name is given to a cross between a Chihuahua and a Pug? Chug 
What colour jacket is worn by the dog in trap one in British greyhound racing? Red 
What is the only muscle in the body that is only attached at one end? The Tongue 
Which movie series features a leading character called 'Katniss Everdeen'? The Hunger Games 
What type of shop is associated with the traditional symbol of three gold balls? Pawn Shops 
British stamps are different to any other stamps in the world as they are the only ones to not bear 
what? 

The name of the country 

What is the name of Willie Nelson's Guitar? Trigger 
Who was known as the Crocodile Hunter from Australia? Steve Irwin 
Coven is the collective name for a group of what? Witches 
The cartoon character 'Scooby Doo' is based on what breed of dog? Great Dane 
Which bear was originally sold in Harrods by the name 'Edward Bear'? Winnie the Pooh 
Who were the last prisoners ever to be locked within the walls of the Tower of London? The Krays (1952 for 7 days - failing to 

report for National Service) 
Edward Teach is believed to be the real name of which famous pirate? Blackbeard 
Which famous fantasy adventure film was released in 1939? The Wizard of Oz 
What are the two main ingredients of a 'screwdriver' cocktail? Vodka and Orange Juice 
Which character does Morgan Freeman play in Bruce Almighty? God 
Which Shakepearean play features the Song of the Witches: Double, double toil and trouble? Macbeth 
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According to the song, what did Molly Malone sell on the streets of Dublin? Cockles and Mussels 
If you add the visible numbers on a standard dartboard together, what answer do you get? 210 
What do the letters IP stand for in IP address?  Internet Protocol 
Which 1876 battle was known as 'Custer's Last Stand'? The Battle of the Little Bighorn 
Bran Castle in Romania is commonly known as the castle of which famous fictional character? Dracula 
Which female Singer/Songwriter has a daughter called Blue Ivy? Beyoncé 
Who famously quoted "Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind"? Albert Einstein 
Which film series stars 'thunder buddies' Mark Wahlberg and the voice of Seth MacFarlane? Ted 
What do the letters DC stand for in the United State's capital Washington D.C.? District of Columbia 
In which city was Anne Frank's hiding place? Amsterdam 
Which American drama series is an adaptation of George R. R. Martin's fantasy novel series 'A Song of 
Ice and Fire'? 

Game of Thrones 

How many days do the Olympic Games last for? 16 
What colour is a giraffe's tongue?  Purple / Blue 
Which star sign is not represented by a symbol of a living creature? Libra (Scales) 
What name is given to a young Elephant?  A calf 
In which Country was acupuncture developed? China 
Whose first album was 'Born To Die'?  Lana Del Rey 
Which composer had the forenames Johann Sebastian? Bach 
What Article did the UK Government trigger in March 2017? Article 50 
Which surviving tombs were built for the Pharaohs of Egypt? Pyramids 
Which fruit when dried produces prunes?  Plums 
What is the Baratheon motto in Game of Thrones? Ours is the Fury 
Who wrote The Tale of Peter Rabbit?  Beatrix Potter 
Which black wood is used for Piano Keys? Ebony 
Where, according to the song, should you pack up your troubles? Your Old Kit Bag 
What is usually kept in a band-box? Hats 
The word ‘Magic’ and ‘Bazaar’ come from Farsi, the language of which present day country? Iran 
The Battle of the Coral Sea was fought in which war? World War II 
Film star Grace Kelly married which royal in 1956? Prince Rainier III of Monaco 
In Norse mythology, who was the god of mischief? Loki 
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Riboflavin is the name for which vitamin?  B2 
Which island group was once known as the Spice Islands? The Moluccas 
In terms of size, which planet is closest to that of Earth? Venus 
In which year were the Band Aid charity events first performed? 1984 
Which famous musician is supposed to have said ‘We’re more popular than Jesus now’? John Lennon 
Jon Snow is a character from which hit TV series? Game of Thrones 
Charlie Chaplin insured which body part? His feet 
Which actor starred as James Bond in the film ‘The Spy Who Loved Me’? Roger Moore 
What two toppings would you associate with Margarita Pizza? Cheese and Tomato 
What does NASA stand for? National Aeronautics & Space 

Administration 
What two spirits would you associate with Margarita Cocktails? Tequila and Cointreau 
In nature, what is a Red Admiral? Butterfly 
Which Latin phrase is used to describe one' old school or college? Alma Mater 
Which three-time Grand National winner died in 1995? Red Rum 
If an epidemic is a widespread infection over a large area, what is a worldwide infection? A Pandemic 
What was the occupation of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle before he created Sherlock Holmes? Medical Practitioner 
In early 2020 Donald Trump sued The New York Times, The Washington Post, and CNN for alleged 
defamation & false news. What does the acronym CNN stand for? 

Cable News Network 

How many winks is a short sleep? Forty 
Who was the manager of The Beatles? Brian Epstein 
Who is the patron saint of children? Nicholas 
In which city did the Kray Twins operate? London 
Which western star first acted using the name Duke Morrison? John Wayne 
Which newspaper editor was arrested for assaulting her husband in November 2005? Rebekah Wade 
Which 2010 film about the founding of Facebook has the tagline ‘You don’t get 500 million friends 
without making a few enemies? 

The Social Network 

What is the currency of Russia? Ruble 
What was the name of Labour's 1997 election campaign bulldog? Fitz 
Who was the most famous voice of Bugs Bunny? Mel Blanc 
Which actress played opposite Leonardo DiCaprio in Romeo + Juliet? Claire Danes 
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What does a kleptomaniac do? Steal 
The doomed ship Titanic was registered in which English city? Liverpool 
On which instrument could a roll be played? Drum 
What was the name of the medic who was Medicine Woman in the TV Series? Dr Quinn 
Which music App do you associate with a round green circle and three curved lines? Spotify 
What colour are the hotels in the board game Monopoly? Red 
In 2012, Facebook acquired which Social Media App, with a price tag of $1 billion? Instagram 
Who was NO ANGEL according to the title of a hit album? Dido 
Oskar Schindler, whose story was told in a Spielberg movie, was from which Country? Germany 
What name is an African lake, a station and a former Queen? Victoria 
Prosecutor Kenneth Starr handled impeachment proceedings against which US President? Bill Clinton 
Simon Weston became famous for his courage following horrific injuries in which war? Falklands War 
What colour is Shrek? Green 
In the proverb, money is the ______? Root of all evil 
How was Judas paid for betraying Jesus? Silver 
Sam Snead found fame in which sport? Golf 
Who was the first Twitter user to reach 20 million followers, her songs include ‘The Edge Of Glory’ and 
‘Judas’? 

Lady Gaga 

What PEGI rating does the World Wrestling Entertainment App have? 12 
Where would a Spanish lady wear her mantilla? Head/Shoulders 
Which culinary item describes thinly cut vegetables slowly cooked in butter? Julienne 
In which Country was the first beauty contest held? Belgium 
In which city did the first Marks & Spencer's open? Manchester 
How many fights did Muhammad Ali have in his career? 61 
What did the M stand for in the name of the band OMD? Manoeuvres 
Which instrument did Sherlock Holmes play? Violin 
In which pop song were 'them good old boys drinking whisky and rye'? American Pie 
Who had their one and only hit with the 1970's No. 1 'Barbados’? Typically Tropical 
In The Muppet Show, what colour was Kermit? Green 
The Character Mrs Mangel appeared in which TV soap? Neighbours 
Which part of the body has a crown and a root? Tooth 
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What is the term for good behaviour on the net? Netiquette 
What name is given to the coloured sugar strands used in cake decorating? Hundreds and Thousands 
Sydney Carton appears in which Charles Dickens novel? A Tale of Two Cities 
Nylon took its name from which two cities? New York and London 
What was Lord Louis Mountbatten doing when he was murdered by the IRA? Fishing 
In which city did the cartoon family The Jetsons live? Orbit City 
What is the name of the fibrous substance found in hair and nails? Keratin 
In olden times, which plant with a forked root was said to scream when pulled out of the ground? Mandrake 
The battle of the Three Emperors in 1805 is more commonly known by what name? Austerilitz 
Cryptography is the study of what? Codes 
What is the name for the skull-cap worn by some Jewish men? Yarmulke or Kippah 
Which is number one of the Seven Deadly Sins? Lust 
The Japanese drink, Sake is made from the fermentation of which staple food crop? Rice 
Which part of the body is inflamed if one suffers from encephalitis? The Brain 
Which great circle lies around the Earth at a latitiude of zero degrees? The Equator 
Who was the car manufacturer arrested on cocaine smuggling charges in 1982? John DeLorean 
Which actor played Neil in 'The Young Ones’? Nigel Planer 
What TV Chef is always having Kitchen Nightmares? Gordon Ramsay 
The UK began the Brexit negotiations by triggering the Lisbon Treaty's Article 20; 30; 40 or 50? 50 
Name the ride which failed catastrophically at Alton Towers in 2015? Smiler 
What is the year 2018 in Roman Numerals?  MMXVIII 
If you had Pogonophobia what do you have a fear of? Beards 
Glenn Durrant became 2017 World Champion in what Sport? Darts 
Which 1960's rock group recorded 'A Lighter Shade Of Pale’? Procol Harum 
John Moores University is in which English City? Liverpool 
Which song from 'Joseph and the Technicolour Dreamcoat' gave Jason Donovan a No 1 UK Hit in 
1991? 

Any Dream Will Do 

Bizarre is the name of a showbiz column in which newspaper? The Sun 
Edward Smith was the captain of which ill-fated ship? Titanic 
A dermatologist is a doctor who specialises in treating which part of the body? The Skin 
Which actor has played Brian Clough, Tony Blair and David Frost on film? Michael Sheen 
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In computing, what does the acronym ROM stand for? Read Only Memory 
Glamis Castle is in which part of the UK? Scotland 
What motorway stretches from Exeter to Birmingham? M5 
Martin Luther King delivered his 'I Have A Dream' speech in which city? Washington DC 
What did Queen want to do in their 1984 hit? Break Free 
What is decompression sickness more commonly known as? The Bends 
What colour were British Passports before they changed to meet European standards? Blue 
The remains of Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy and Rudyard Kipling are all buried where? Westminster Abbey (in Poets Corner) 
What sauce is traditionally served with beef? Horseradish 
The name of which German care manufacturer translates as 'Peoples Car’? Volkswagen 
In the Christian calendar, what name is given to the Sunday before Easter? Palm Sunday 
An elver is the young of which animal? An eel 
Mary, Queen of Scots was the mother of which English King? James I 
In a normal human body what is the strongest muscle? The Heart 
By what name is the sport of toxophily better known? Archery 
The common name for the Cecis tree comes from the fact that a Biblical character allegedly hanged 
himself on it; what is the name? 

The Judas Tree 

In which country is the majority of The Da Vinci Code set? France 
How many metres in a kilometre? 1000 
What was the name of the first dog in space? Laika 
Hepatitis is the inflammation of which of the body's organs? Liver 
In what country was Queen Elizabeth II when her father died? Kenya 
Which Texas city is nicknamed 'The Yellow Rose Of Texas’? Amarillo 
Who discovered penicillin? Alexander Fleming 
In which film did Liam Neeson sat 'I will look for you, I will find you, and I will kill you’? Taken 
In 2001, who was wrongly convicted for the murder of Jill Dando? Barry George 
How is the Eighty Years War also known? The Dutch Wars of Independence 
What is the red line on the London Underground map? Central Line 
In which year did Glastonbury start? 1970 
How many players are in a rugby union team? 15 
How many X chromosomes do women have? 2 
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In which sport does your team need to travel 3.6m to win? Tug of War 
Which Port is capital of the Falkland Islands? Stanley 
which poem by Rudyard Kipling ends with the line 'And which is more, you'll be a man my son’? If 
Which Labour leader was filmed falling into the sea at Brighton beach in 1983? Neil Kinnock 
Which actress emerged from the sea in Dr No wearing a white bikini? Ursula Andress 
In which month does Mardi Gras take place in New Orleans? February 
In what Country was Osama Bin Laden born? Saudi Arabia 
In 2016, 34 years after the original was released, the pop group ABC released a sequel to which of 
their best-selling albums? 

The Lexicon of Love 

Pripyat in the Ukraine, Hashima Island in Japan and Varosha, Cyprus, are all 20th-century examples 
of what? 

Ghost Towns 

What is the name of the video game publishers behind the multi-millionselling Grand Theft Auto 
Franchise? 

Rockstar Games 

How many times did the film star Elizabeth Taylor get married? Eight 
The name for a baby of this type of animal is a leveret; a group of them is called a drove. What is the 
animal? 

A Hare 

The first recorded death by Segway was in 2010 in Wes Yorkshire. What was notable about the victim, 
Jimi Heselden? 

He owned the company that made 
Segways 

How many US States have the word 'New' in their title? 4 - New Jersey, New Hampshire, New York 
and New Mexico 

Electronic music group Kraftwerk formed in which German city? Düsseldorf 
If your body has been 'cryopreserved', what has happened to it? Frozen after death (with the aim of 

resurrection) 
In which Shakespeare play does a ghost walk on the battlements? Hamlet 
In Madagascar where do the animals escape from? Central Park Zoo, New York 
Which group had No.1 hits with 'Babe' and 'Pray' in 1993? Take That 
Charterhouse Public School is found in which county? Surrey 
Whose autobiography was called Bermondsey Boy? Tommy Steele 
Which 1987 TV series featured the ageing rock band The Majestics? Tutti Frutti 
What is a gallivat? A boat 
Which British island is 230 miles West of the Hebrides in the Atlantic? Rockall 
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Which Michael lost his Enfield seat in the 1997 general election? Portillo 
A skulk is the collective name for a group of which animal? Fox 
Who wrote 'How the Leopard Got His Spots’? Rudyard Kipling 
Who painted the picture called 'Irises’? Van Gogh 
On which form of transport would you find knifeboards? Trams 
Handel's 'Water Music' was composed for which English King? George I 
Whose hits include 'Victims' and 'Church of the Poison Mind’? Culture Club 
What is Rupert Murdoch's first name? Keith 
In a calendar year what is the second quarter day in England? Midsummer Day 
Which Fashion Designer opened a shop in 1957 called Bazaar? Mary Quant 
Which actor was Rita's tutor in the film Educating Rita? Michael Cain 
Which Saint has 15 July as his Feast Day? Saint Swithin 
What was invented by Sir James Dewar in 1892? Thermos Flask 
In 2017, Leo Varadkar became the youngest prime minister of which country? Republic of Ireland 
Veteran Royal, Prince Philip announce his retirement from public engagements in 2017. True or False? True 
In 2018, President Macron of France announced his intention to loan Britain which historic 
artefact? 

The Bayeux Tapestry 

Which celebrity couple gave birth to twins, Alexander and Ella in June 2017? George and Amal Clooney 
What organisation was founded on 7 April 1948? World Health Organization 
In what year did the UK adopt decimal currency? 1971 
There is an airport in Turkey called Batman Airport: True or False? True 
What is the only country to have a non-rectangular flag? Nepal 
So far 12 British Prime Ministers have served under Queen Elizabeth II. True or False? False 
Which birthstone is associated with the month of January? Garnet 
Where did Team GB finish in the London 2012 Summer Olympics medal table? Third 
What do apiphobics fear? Bees 
In a standard deck of cards which ace usually has the largest symbol? Ace of Spades 
What caused about 50 million deaths all over the world in 1918? An influenza pandemic 
In what year was the original World Trade Center built? 1973 
Which classic novel is subtitled ‘Meg, Jo. Beth and Amy’? Little Women 

 


